
Travel and Tourism
Collocations



TRAVEL VS. TRIP

TRAVEL Verb

We travelled to London for the wedding.

TRIP Noun

We went on a trip to the mountains.

To go from one place to another

A journey to a place and back again.

Travelogue (noun): film/movie, broadcast or piece of writing about travel



TRIP VS. JOURNEY

Going to a place and back again

TRIP JOURNEY

Usually one-way

Is often shorter than journey. Is more often used when the 
travelling takes a long time and is
difficult.



BrE AmE

TRAVELLING TRAVELING

TRAVELLER TRAVELER



Do you book tours online or  ---------------?

ONLINE

in person

IN PERSON

IN PERSON (IDM): If you do sth in person, you go somewhere and do it
yourself, instead of doing it by letter, asking sb else to do it, etc.



Travel agent

Pamphlet

Brochure

Flyer



Tailor-made Tours

You tell them what you want and then they arrange services to fit your wishes 

for your holiday.

Get better deals

Haggle

To argue with sb in order to reach an agreement, especially about the price of 

sth.

Bare-bones 

reduced to or comprising only the basic or essential elements of something.

Our tour is cut to bare-bones.



Legitimate (legit) (adj.)

Allowed and acceptable to the law.

Flashiest websites don’t mean that they’re the most legitimate operator.

ITINERARY



HOLIDAY (pl. –s)HOLIDAY (pl. –s) VACATION (pl. –s)VACATION (pl. –s)

AmEBrE

Have/take a holidayHave/take a holiday Have/Take a vacationHave/Take a vacation

HOLIDAY VS. VACATION



Collocations
Travel and tourism

Collocation: a combination of words in a language, that 
happens very often. 



BookBook

Accommodation A hotel room A flight A ticket A tour



Go on/Be on

Holiday/Vacation Safari A trip A tour A cruise A pilgrimage



GOGO Backpacking

They went backpacking in Spain last year.

To go on holiday carring your equipment and clothes in a backpack.



TRAVEL LIGHT

To take very little with you when you go on a trip.



CampingGOGO

They go camping in France every year.

To stay in a tent, especially while you are on holiday.



HitchhikingGOGO

To travel by asking for free rides in other people’s car, by standing at
the side of the road and trying to get passing cars to stop.

Hitchhiker



SightseeingGOGO

Did you have a chance to go sightseeing?

Sightseer/tourist


